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Ascended Consciousness NEW Earth Light Letter

☼ Living Your NEW Earth REALities & Collective NEW Earth ☼
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♥ This isn't one thing, this is EVERY thing... ♥

Aloha BeLOVEed Soul-Star-Light Family,
Every aspect of ourselves and our entire lives are a part of this. Ascension is a "forever" process
that has been unlocked within each one of our DNA/physical bodies and encompasses the rest of
our entire lives here....
Yes, it's that big of a deal.
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The tricky part is it's "not real" until we each reach a certain vibrational/energetic point. This is for
many reasons, as each one of our awakenings and ascension processes are a
personal/individual one. Our entire awakening process occurs over years and years and years...
Global/planetary awakening accelerated this for all. This is because of where we are as a
collective humanity and all of our roles here.
This is because "it is time" for everyone to move into their own "next processes and phases"....
This is because our entire species has to awaken/evolve back into much higher states of
consciousness... and we are.
With every challenge, with every heart opening, with every joy, with every rainbow, with every
heart connection, with every thing that occurs that no longer resonates or works....
Every body's DNA has been activated. Every body's Lightbody activates with every cosmic blast,
with every Gamma Ray, with every Ultra-High Frequency, with every heart opening that occurs....
The planet will no longer sustain unconsciousness as a way of living. The evolution of our entire
species is underway. With every experience, with every new awareness, with every new
realization, with every expansion that occurs....
The old ways served an unconscious version of Earth. We have many names for this. One of
mine is "old earth". 3D is another. These speak to a mindset and where each functioned from still
(head). 3D was/is harsh.... it's constrained... it's constricting... it's limited.... it's fixed/linear and
binding. It was created to hold humanity to limits that dissolve/fall away as each's heart opens
and inner-shifting starts to occur.... ♥
April moved all into the next phase of this massive acceleration process. Consciousness being
flooded with POWER UP CODES.... with Gamma Rays unlocking/unleashing.....
We've all been through an ARRAY of shifts. We've all dug deep and continue to work through
immense programming held deep within. We've all experienced expansion and contraction in
various ways. We've all seen the distortions and we are all PRESENTED WITH ALL NEW WAYS
that move us all beyond the old....
Awakening is where we start to wake up out of old illusions/dreams and realities that do not
support any of us on a Soul Level. We awaken to KNOWING that there is so much more... yet we
have yet to discover all of what this. We have yet to fully comprehend how to maintain/sustain
this fully.... which are the next processes. Ascension takes us deep within, it's where we pull
away from all external influence and start to create a relationship with our own Universe/Higher
Selves. It's where we move from our heads to our Universal Hearts and start to live a different
way. It's where we shift to compassion and our own deep sacred connection with everyone and
everything. Our whole life changes, because we are changing, shifting and becoming
someone/something completely different... on an energetic level, on a vibrational level, on a
Consciousness Level.... and the deeper we dive within ourselves, the more we
shift/expand/change... and the more our whole life does too... as we can no longer live the "old
ways".
This will affect every aspect of our lives. Our relationships, our "jobs" (different context as we
evolve), those in our lives, where we live, how we show up, what we have to offer and how we
connect with our selves and then others.... everything changes....
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We are in the most powerful phases (this is always increasing, as photonic frequencies continue
to increase as we go)....
So, I hope that this supports/assists you with expansion in some way. With more awareness and
focus, in order to clarify any confusion inside and assist with embracing a bizarre process that
cannot linearly be understood or explained. We each must connect from deeper within our entire
BEing to fully "get this". Multi-Dimensional Existence is a whole different ball-game.... reality....
life.
Look at these things and see where consciously "tuning" to a higher frequency or "a clearing
process" will support/assist:
Your Physical LightBody requires 100% support from you
Your Energy Field is an "extension" of you. See what you "allow" to influence and affect.
This is beyond important as it directly correlates to your own level of Consciousness.
Pay attention to your mindsets and challenge everything you think you believe, have ever
been told or learned .... this is huge and necessary for us all...
This is a massive unlearning, un-doing, unraveling, un-tethering... un-everything process....
Realize that you hold the power to shift everything from inside of you
Pay attention to your "stories" as these create your reality for you...
Take every opportunity to open your heart more and more and more....
Listen to your body as your SOUL speaks to you from INSIDE .... through your Body, your
Energy and your own Light
Identify your ego programming so that you can consciously dissolve/resolve/unify this fully
from within yourself....
Use your IMAGINATION... this is your access to the Quantum Realms...
Don't discount the weird things... they are a very important part of this process too...
Expand beyond your current everything.... You do this from deep within....
Realize that you are a very important part of our Collective New Earth Humanity that lives
from your higher/highest States of Consciousness (Pure Heart/Soul/Light) and
shifts/moves/energetically re-aligns every reality yourself...
Light Frequencies constantly re-tune, recode, recalibrate your
body/reality/Consciousness/all. The process of Light Embodiment is continual and
immense.
Your LightBody is your SOUL. It's Pure Light Energy and must be fully integrated within
your physical body form on a cellular/whole body template/field level, in order to clear heavy
duty distortions... and as you LIVE as your Pure Soul, you will emanate out the Light
Codes for transforming and evolving your own reality through your highest states of
Consciousness (and Pure Soft Powerful Love).
This is a transition from Linear to Quantum. This is a massive process that takes your
whole body/BEing/presence to do. ♥
This is the continual merging of all realms into one....
Come back to simplicity. Come back to being humble and kind. Come back to your own power.
Come back to the beauty, magic and love that we all are. Remember from deep within your own
whole being/SOUL ... Live from this fully.
Embrace change. Embrace all new. Embrace different. Focus your productive energy on BEing
fully. It's from this place/this space/this beautiful Divine ENERGY and harmonized frequencies
that we create, form, build, share and become the support system system for everyone to live
NEW Earth Realities too. For all of us here. ♥
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p.s. All new articles and updates are available on the website too. ♦

Immense gratitude for your service and for living your Light fully too...
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